
III. Detaining and Removing Criminal Aliens 

To ensure that criminal aliens are effectively removed from the United States, they must be 
effectively detained until their removal. However, detaining all criminal aliens is challenging 
because detention is resource-intensive, and detention resources are finite. Accordingly, the 
objective of SC/CIRCA Strategic Goal 2 is to "enhance current detention strategies to ensure no 
removable criminal alien is released into the community due to lack of detention space or an 
appropriate alternative to detention," while the objective of SC/CIRCA Strategic Goal 3 is to 
"implement removal initiatives that shorten the time criminal aliens remain in ICE custody prior 
to removal , thereby maximizing use of detention resources and reducing costs." Through Secure 
Communities, ICE will achieve these goals by: 

• 	 Employing and modernizing systems and tools to increase efficiencies in the detention 
and removal process and maximize the effective use of detention resources. 

• 	 Increasing resource capacity to include bed space and transportation. 
• 	 Working with federal government and international partners to mitigate existing 

impediments to the efficient and smooth repatriation of removable criminal aliens. 

A. Employing and Modernizing Systems and Tools 

To support detention and removal efforts, ICE is engaged in various modernization and 
technological expansion initiatives, as described in further detail below. 

Detention and Removal Operations Modernization (DROM) 

As a result of continued demand to improve processes and operations, DRO initiated DROM in 
FY 2008 and leverages its capabilities to generate efficiencies in detention and removal 
processes. DROM also strengthens efforts to reduce detention times and increase the removal of 
criminal aliens. 

The program provides ICE with the automated capability to identify, track, and report on the 
movement of criminal aliens from apprehension through removal. This capability also helps 
improve the operational management of bed space and transportation resources. In addition, 
DROM efforts will eliminate disparate systems and databases within the DHS environment and 
replace them with a more collaborative and integrated solution. 

As a result of SC/CIRCA funding, the following DROM efforts were accelerated: 

• 	 Automating the Management of Bed Space, Transportation, and Tracking (BST &T) 
• 	 Enhancing the Enforcement Case Tracking System (ENFORCE) Alien 


Removal Module (EARM) 

• 	 Expanding the Electronic Travel Document (eTD) system 

For detention and removal systems below, ICE has obligated $9.2 million as of June 30, 2009, 
toward its $20.3 million FY 2009 obligation plan. 
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Automating the Management ofBST&T 

The BST &T system consists of the following three modules, which will be integrated with the 
ENFORCE Alien Detention Module (EADM) and EARM to provide comprehensive and timely 
detention and removal information: 

• Detainee Location Tracking (DLT), which will enable DRO to track the location of all 
detained criminal aliens in real-time. 

• Central Reservation System (CRS), which will enable DRO to more efficiently manage 
bed inventory in real-time. 

• Transportation Management System (TMS), which will enable DRO to effectively 
manage ground and air transportation of aliens, thus optimizing routes and minimizing 
costs. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the milestones for the BST &T system modules. 

Figure 4.1 - BST&T System Modules Milestones 
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In Q2 FY 2009, requirements finalization for the DLT module commenced. During Q3 
FY 2009, the first iteration of development was completed in line with the requirements and 
design. In addition, the exit criteria, which related to determining the type of technology solution 
to implement, were met. This resulted in the decision to use     

            which will 
be used to track detained criminal aliens in real-time. ICE also decided to use a   

            However, ICE has recognized 
challenges with employing the        because of the lack of 
necessary infrastructure and policy. ICE is working to address and resolve these development 
issues to limit any potential impact to the schedule for integrating the    
into the ICE network. In Q2 FY 20 I 0, ICE planned to deploy DL T as a pilot to four facilities in 
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Figure 4.2 - EARM v.2 Milestones 
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Expansion ofthe eTD System 

As ICE continues to improve systems that advance detention and removal efforts, it has 
modernized the way travel documents and other removal documents are produced with the eTD 
system. This system allows review of travel document requests and the issuance of travel 
documents via the Internet, which has reduced the average document issuance time from 14 days 
pre-eTD deployment to an average of 9 days for fully automated consulates, due to the 
elimination of mail delivery times. This contributes to reductions in detention times and helps 
expedite the removal process. 

Although tracked in eTD, travel document activity for non-participating countries is conducted 
manually, with more than 1,400 requests submitted and more than 340 travel documents issued 
each month. To obtain the full benefit of eTD, ICE continues to pursue memoranda of 
understanding (MOUs) with several countries to enable them to begin issuing fully electronic 
travel documents in the near future. During Q3 FY 2009, eTD was implemented for the 
Dominican Republic. In addition, ICE continued negotiations with Nicaragua and Jamaica, as 
well as signed an MOU with Colombia and began planning for eTD implementation, which is 
scheduled for Q4 FY 2009. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the timeline and milestones for eTD. 

Figure 4.3 - eTD System Milestones 
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Deployment 
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Video Teleconferencing (VTC) Support 

VTC technology has proven to be a beneficial tool that ICE continues to deploy and leverage in 
support of goals to decrease detention times and expedite removals of criminal aliens upon 
release from LEA custody. VTC capability is deployed to ICE and Executive Office for 
Immigration Review sites, as well as prison facilities in support of the ICE Institutional Removal 
Program. This program enables the execution of immigration hearings and initiation of other 
portions of the removal process while criminal aliens serve their sentences. VTC deployments in 
support of this program continue to have a significantly positive impact on ICE's ability to 
achieve detention and removal goals by, among other things, eliminating the need for ICE 
personnel, Executive Office for Immigration Review judges, and aliens to be transported 
between locations, which decreases safety concerns associated with travel. The availability of 
VTC technology has also resulted in the more efficient use of ICE resources by reducing the cost 
and time associated with travel, thus contributing to improved caseload management. 

To support VTC systems, ICE has obligated $4.9 million as of June 30,2009, toward its 
$6 million FY 2009 obligation plan and will install and operate 170 VTCs using these funds. 

During Q3 FY 2009, five SC/CIRCA-funded VTC units were installed at the following five 
sites: Fairfax County Jail, Fairfax, V A; Madison County Jail, Huntsville, AL; Fairfax DRO, 
Fairfax, VA; Utah County Jail, Spanish-Fork, UT; and Weber County Jail, Ogden, UT. This has 
resulted in 235 VTC units that have been installed at 182 installation sites, which include both 
SC/CIRCA- and non-SC/CIRCA-funded sites. In addition, ICE plans to install 58 units at 
53 sites in Q4 FY 2009. For details on Q3 FY 2009 VTC installations and locations, see 
Appendix 1. 

At the end of Q3 FY 2009, 120 sites and 130 units have been identified toward the overall goal 
of 170 VTC system installations. ICE has recognized several challenges to meeting the overall 
goal for FY 2009, which has also resulted in a reduction in the number of sites and units 
identified during Q3 FY 2009 compared to Q2 FY 2009. For example, lack of resources and 
space at facilities to support VTC capability has been an impediment. In addition, ICE has faced 
difficulties identifying site points of contact, coordinating the requirements of VTC unit 
installation, and developing a subsequent MOU. Furthermore, ICE has realized that the overall 
installation process, which begins with the completion of a site survey and concludes with the 
installation of the VTC unit, can take a maximum of approximately 4 months from the time a site 
is identified. It typically takes 1 month to conduct a survey once all necessary information has 
been provided by DRO, and it may take another 1 to 2 months for circuit installation. The 
installation of the VTC equipment at a site may take an additional month. ICE is evaluating 
lessons learned as future VTC deployment plans and goals are developed. 

In Q1 FY 2010, ICE plans to undergo efforts to determine additional VTC needs and to create a 
deployment list, as deemed necessary by DRO and SC/CIRCA. This will provide DRO and the 
SC/CIRCA PMO with the option to evaluate usefulness of the VTC equipment, determine 
strategic implementation, evaluate effectiveness ofICE Office of the ChiefInformation Officer 
implementation, and plan the installations. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the timeline and milestones for VTC support. 
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Figure 4.4 - VTC Support Milestones 
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B. Increasing Resource Capacity 

ICE is increasing bed space dedicated to criminal aliens and increasing the capacity of criminal 
aliens removed via aircraft transportation. 

To support these efforts, of the nearly $911 million in planned spending for FY 2009, nearly 
$753 million has been obligated, as of June 30, 2009. 

Increasing Bed Space Capacity Dedicated to Criminal Aliens 

At the beginning of FY 2009, ICE projected that 41 percent of custody operations' base 
appropriation would be allocated to criminal alien enforcement based on the ratio of expected 
criminal versus non-criminal average detained population. The actual criminal versus non
criminal average detained population for the I-year period ending on June 30, 2009, has been 
slightly higher at 43 percent. As a result, ICE is allocating 43 percent of the $1.447 billion in 
total obligations made within the custody operations appropriation toward criminal alien 
enforcement, resulting in an allocation of $628.5 million. This allocation is further broken down 
to $484.1 million for making detention beds available and $144.4 million for operating detention 
beds. Additional obligations using Secure Communities funds to expand the criminal alien 
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detention capacity of custody operations resulted in a total of $526.7 million obligated toward 
the availability of detention beds and a total of $148.7 million obligated toward the operation of 
detention beds. 

To better manage the near-term effects of criminal alien enforcement activities, SC/CIRCA is 
developing a network optimization model to provide effective allocation of projected criminal 
alien population with the bed space capacity at ICE detention facilities . SC/CIRCA FY 2009 
funds have funded beds near Interoperability deployment jurisdictions within the states of 
Arizona, California, Florida, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia. 
For the number and locations of SC/CIRCA-funded beds in FY 2009, see Table 4.1. ICE is 
deploying additional personnel in relation to bed space. 

Table 4.1 - SC/CIRCA-Funded Beds in FY 2009 

s('!cm< A-FIIIHil'd Bcd, h~ LOl'iltiol1 

I 

During Q3 FY 2009, the following progress and results were achieved: 

• 	 The average daily population of criminal aliens was 15,774; the average for FY 2009 at 
the end ofQ3 FY 2009 was 14,992. 

• 	 The average daily population of detainees identified through Interoperability was 943, 
which is an 85 percent increase from the number of detainees in Q2 FY 2009. 

• 	 The average length of detention for criminal aliens was 42.6 days. 
• 	 The average length of detention for criminal aliens in FY 2009 year-to-date is 43.4 days. 

Increasing Removal Transportation Capacity 

In addition to increasing bed space for detained criminal aliens, ICE is developing a future-state 
transportation solution that takes into account the need to effectively and safely transport aliens. 
As part of this transformation, as ICE identifies increasing numbers of criminal aliens through 
Interoperability, it will continue expanding both commercial and government-managed 
transportation capacity to support removal efforts. At the beginning of FY 2009, ICE projected 
that 32 percent of the Transportation and Removal Program's base appropriation would be 
allocated to criminal alien enforcement based on the ratio of expected criminal versus non
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criminal removals. Actual criminal versus non-criminal removals for the I-year period ending 
on June 30, 2009, has been slightly lower at 30 percent. As a result, ICE is allocating 30 percent 
of the $213.555 million in total obligations made within the Transportation and Removal 
Program appropriation toward criminal alien enforcement, resulting in an allocation of $64.1 
million. Additional obligations using SCICIRCA funds to expand ICE's criminal alien removal 
capacity resulted in a total of $526.7 million obligated toward the availability of detention beds 
and a total of $77.1 million obligated toward removal transportation. 

The ICE Flight Operations Unit (FOU) exceeded 145,000 foreign removals during FY 2008, 
which included more than 60,000 criminal alien removals. FOU estimates it will remove more 
than 85,000 criminal aliens in FY 2009. In FY 2009, FOU more than doubled the number of 
FY 2007 government-managed aircraft from four to nine, adding an additional Justice Prisoner 
and Alien Transportation System aircraft. This addition increases flight transportation capacity 
by approximately 257,134 alien transports per year. By increasing flight capacity according to 
this plan, FOU has supported and will continue to support ICE's FY 2009 removal needs, while 
also providing greater flexibility in domestic alien movements, allowing for increased 
operational efficiencies. 

During Q3 FY 2009, FOU accomplished the following: 

• 	 FOU effected the removal of 21,729 criminal aliens, which is a nearly 11 percent increase 
from Q3 FY 2008. 

c. International Affairs 

The ICE Office of International Affairs (OIA), in conjunction with the Department of State 
(DOS), engages foreign governments to emphasize their commitment, under international law, to 
accept the return of their citizens and to alert them that their numbers of returned criminals may 
be increasing. 

To support OIA efforts related to criminal alien removals, ICE has obligated $0.4 million as of 
June 30, 2009. While not in the original plan sent to Congress, ICE has set aside up to 
$2.3 million for this effort during FY 2009. 

OIA consults and coordinates with receiving countries on logistical issues and constraints 
regarding the processing of returning aliens to minimize potential negative impacts. OIA is 
developing strategies to minimize countries' concerns that may be generated by ICE increasing 
the percentage of aliens repatriated that have a criminal history. Additionally, OIA is pursuing 
the following collaborative international strategies: 

• 	 Work with ICE Attaches in U.S. Embassies and DOS to encourage foreign partners to 
abide by international law and receive their citizens. 

• 	 Establish and strengthen appropriate mechanisms to share infonnation with receiving 
countries on deportations of criminals so that the countries have ample lead time to 
prepare and make necessary arrangements for re-orientation. 
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• 	 Identify third-party international and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to help in 
the transition of criminal aliens returning to their country of origin through ICE Attaches. 
ICE staff will maintain involvement in multilateral forums with partner countries (that is, 
Four Country Conference, Regional Conference on Migration, Shared Border Accord 
Coordinating Committee, and others) to discuss alien removal issues. 

• 	 Consider the feasibility and benefits of providing additional training for ICE 
representatives overseas to increase the number of subject matter experts overseas to deal 
with the complex removals issues worldwide. 

OIA has established a Repatriation and International Agreements Unit (RIAU) to act as the 
liaison between DRO and OIA. The RIAU is responsible for working with DOS and DRO to 
negotiate and maintain removal agreements with foreign countries and acts as the primary OIA 
point of contact for all repatriation issues. The unit will manage the programmatic needs of OIA 
international repatriation staff and will work to secure funding for the repatriation mission. In 
addition, the unit will be responsible for coordinating information-sharing through Customs 
Mutual Assistance Agreements, Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties, and other international 
agreements, as needed. As ofQ3 FY 2009, OIA funded  RIAU positions and  Assistant 
Attaches for Mexico, Guatemala, and EI Salvador. 
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IV. Deterring and Reducing Recidivism 

SCICIRCA Strategic Goal 4 is: "Maximize cost effectiveness and long term success through 
deterrence and reduced recidivism of criminal aliens returning to the United States." SCICIRCA 
is achieving this goal in the following ways: 

• 	 Targeting at-large criminal aliens using the Joint Criminal Alien Removal Task Force 
(JCART). 

• 	 Enhancing criminal prosecutions of criminal aliens through the Violent Criminal Alien 
Sections (VCAS). 

• 	 Improving the LESC's ability to ensure that criminal alien records are entered into the 
NCIC. 

A. JCART 

The purpose of JCART is to seek, locate, and arrest at-large criminal aliens with, but not limited 
to, convictions for drug trafficking offenses, crimes of violence, and sex offenses. J CART works 
with other agencies such as probation and parole offices, the U.S. Marshals Service, U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection, and Bureau of Prisons, as well as at the request of local law 
enforcement, conducting special operations. JCART may also target criminal aliens at-large in 
the community who have been released from federal, state, or local custody. 

To support JCART pilots, ICE has obligated $0.5 million as of June 30, 2009, toward its 
$4.1 million FY 2009 obligation plan. 

During Q3 FY 2009,  JCART FTEs were deployed. In addition, on April 24, 2009, JCART 
personnel were deployed to support efforts along the Southwest border. A pilot electronic 
tracking mechanism for the JCART program is being used to capture and extract statistics from 
processing databases. During Q3 FY 2009, since its initial deployment, JCART has encountered 
654 suspects, issued 101 detainers, and arrested 651 removable aliens. 

B. VCAS 

VCAS personnel identify, apprehend, prosecute, and remove recidivist criminal aliens. In 
support of these efforts , VCAS screens recidivist criminal aliens encountered through CAP, 
NFOP, and the LEA Response Unit to deter and reduce future recidivism rates of violent 
criminal aliens by seeking criminal prosecution. In coordination with the U.S . Attorney's Office, 
VCAS works to prioritize federal criminal prosecution of egregious recidivist criminal aliens for 
felony violations. Illegal reentry after deportation in violation of 8 USC § 1326 is currently the 
most prosecuted federal offense nationwide. ICE also details lawyers to u.s. Attorneys' Offices 
across the country to aid with the prosecution of these cases, in their role as Special Assistant 
U.S. Attorneys. Special Assistant U.S. Attorneys are provided by the ICE Office of the Principal 
Legal Advisor, so that priority considerations can be made to the prosecution of prior deportees 
who also have past convictions for serious or violent criminal offenses, including suspected gang 
members and sex offenders. 
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For VCAS, ICE has obligated $21.2 million as of June 30, 2009, toward its $36.1 million 
FY 2009 obligation plan. 

VCAS positions are being filled by current and new staff hired into vacant positions in support of 
this important activity. VCAS is in the process of hiring  additional SC/CIRCA-funded 
personnel to evaluate identified recidivist criminal aliens for referral to U.S. Attorneys for 
prosecution. ICE estimates that these employees will enter on duty by the end of 
September 2009. During Q3 FY 2009,  FTEs were hired at various locations. 

During Q3 FY 2009, the following progress and results were achieved: 

• 	 V CAS efforts resulted in 1 ,347 apprehensions; the successful indictment of 
1 ,034 criminal aliens, for a total of 4, 165 indictments in FY 2009; and 897 convictions, 
for a total of 3,563 convictions in FY 2009. 

C. Recording Nationwide Wants 

In support of efforts to identify criminal aliens when they attempt to re-enter the country after a 
previous removal, ICE utilizes the Immigration Violator File (IVF) to enter criminal aliens into 
the NCIC. The IVF contains records on criminal aliens who have been deported for drug 
trafficking, firearms trafficking, or serious violent crimes, and on foreign-born individuals who 
have violated a section of INA. Criminal aliens entered into the NCIC are included in one of two 
categories: the deported felon category or the absconderlICE fugitive category. 

To support LESC efforts, of the nearly $51 million in planned spending, $18 .6 million has been 
obligated, as of June 30, 2009. 

At the end ofQ3 FY 2009, the total number ofICE IVF and Wanted Person File wants and 
warrants entered into the NCIC was 277,453, including 2,637 deported felons and 1,428 
absconders and ICE fugitives that were entered during June 2009. In addition, in June 2009, the 
LESC received 647 total IVF hits from LEAs; 225 of them were positive deported felon hits and 
422 were positive absconder hits. 
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V. Program Management 

The SC/CIRCA PMO is managing day-to-day collaboration within ICE through relationships 
with the ICE programs and program offices discussed throughout the report. The program has 
established the process for identifying, detaining, removing, and reducing recidivism of criminal 
aliens as the guiding framework for defining and enabling program conceptual integrity. In 
support of mission-centric decision-making, the program maintains data modeling and analysis 
capabilities. To communicate program mission and activities outside of DHS, SC/CIRCA 
maintains a dedicated stakeholder outreach branch. 

The following sections detail accomplishments and milestones in support of the SC/CIRCA 
mission: 

• 	 Portfolio Management-establishing collaborative relationships with the ICE Programs 
and Program Offices. 

• 	 Ensuring Conceptual Integrity--conducting analysis to define deployment of 

Interoperability, resources, and funding. 


• 	 Stakeholder Outreach-communicating the mission to external stakeholders. 

A. Portfolio Management 

The Portfolio Management function oversees the scope definition, schedule maintenance, and 
cost and perfonnance measurement tracking and reporting for projects impacting the SC/CIRCA 
mission. There are two categories of Portfolio Management projects: 

1. 	 IT Portfolio-focuses on deploying IT capabilities that will enable: the optimal 
management of people and assets, tracking and reporting systems to improve 
collaboration with state and local law enforcement, and systems to accurately identify 
and track criminal aliens through removal from the United States, as discussed in Section 
lIa Interoperability and Section IlIa Employing and Modernizing Systems and Tools. 

2. 	 Enforcement Portfolio-focuses largely on allocating resources to enhance a variety of 
capabilities, such as increased bed space and transportation capacity, as discussed in 
Section lIb ICE Programs and Operations and Section IIIb Increasing Resource Capacity. 

B. Ensuring Conceptual Integrity 

To better define the mission and scope of the program, the SC/CIRCA PMO is revising the 
Strategic Plan and developing the integrated Concept of Operations (CONOPS) document. 
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Criminal Alien Population Projection Team 

During Q3 FY 2009, the Criminal Alien 
Population Projection team refined the 
released criminal alien population 
projection, leveraging new data sources and 
validating the methodology with internal 
SC/CIRCA stakeholders. Additionally, 
latest projections included the at-large 
criminal alien population, focusing 
specifically on criminal aliens on probation 
and parole. 

Deployment and Optimization Model 

The Deployment and Optimization model 
determines the best order to deploy 
Interoperability, considering ICE 
organizational capacity constraints and 
policies. Key organization and capacity 
constraints considered in the Deployment 
Optimization model include: 

• 	 Outreach Capacity- the nwnber of 
activities that the SC/CIRCA 
Outreach team can hold in a given week. 

Analytical Models 

Criminal Aliell Pupulation Pro,il'ction Modd: 
Fon'casts the pOllUlation of criminal aliens 
I'l'h.'asell from cllstod~' , as "cll those at-large, 
spedlkally, fugitin's and those 011 proh<ltion 
and parole over the next S years 

[)ephl~' lllent Optimization MlIlIel: Dl'tcrmines 
Ihl' optimum sC(luence of more than 
3,Oun j 1I risdil'tiolls 10 tll'ploy In tl'roperahility 
on... 3 liseal yeal's (FYOt) - FY II) 

Stnltcgil' Decisioll Mo<.Il'l: Analyzes 
capahilities allli 11I'O\'idl's an integratetl "icw 
of the ICE potellthll pOI"If'olio of innstments 
in ortlel' to llIalie infonned (Il-cisions 011 future 
linance and hudget I'ecommellliations 

Nctworli Optimization Mo<lel: hll'ntilics the 
optimallCI-= bell spael' anti transportation 
"csoul'Ces lu address the projected c!"iminal 
alien populations 

• 	 Activation Coordination-the requirement that all Interoperability deployments within a 
given week occur within the same AOR and the same state. 

• 	 LESC Staffing Capacity-the LESC query volume for each Interoperability jurisdiction, 
law enforcement technician efficiency, workforce capacity, hiring plans, and new hire 
learning curve to ensure increased query volumes do not exceed LESC capacity. 

• 	 Field Response Capacity-the impact to ICE field office workloads, as a result of 
increased criminal alien identifications. 

The Deployment Optimization model incorporates these constraints while prioritizing 
deployment to the highest risk jurisdictions with the highest concentrations of the criminal alien 
population. During Q3 FY 2009, the modeling team analyzed key data sources to develop 
jurisdiction risk prioritization and organizational constraints including FBI violent crime 
statistics, ClIS fingerprint submissions, and LESC query volumes. 

Strategic Decision Model 

The Strategic Decision model assesses the impact of investments based on relative costs, 
benefits, and risks. During Q3 FY 2009, the team created investment combinations 
representative of all potential investment options and forecasted the impact of each investment 
combination to determine their individual effectiveness. The analysis considered the trade-offs 
of funding one investment combination over another and provides validation for budgeting and 
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investment decisions made by ICE. Next steps include refining data inputs and assumptions and 
validating outputs of the Strategic Decision model with additional ICE stakeholders. 
Additionally, the Strategic Decision model will be used to provide quantitative guidance for the 
FY 2010 SC/CIRCA spending plan. 

Network Optimization Model 

The Network Optimization model will estimate the best combination of bed and transportation 
resources to accommodate the projected criminal alien population. During Q3 FY 2009, the 
team established a baseline of transportation and bed space costs for comparison against 
alternative scenarios. Additionally, the Network Optimization team completed a sensitivity 
analysis to determine which data inputs and assumptions have the greatest impact on the solution 
results and developed a validation plan for these inputs and assumptions. In the future, the team 
will refine the baseline model with updated ICE organizational rules and evaluate scenarios with 
various levels of bed space and transportation resources. The Network Optimization model will 
develop recommendations for effectively allocating bed space capacity for the projected criminal 
alien population at ICE detention facilities and determining the best strategy for utilizing all 
modes of transportation. 

Utilizing Appropriated Resources 

As stated in the SC/CIRCA Strategic Plan and the SC/CIRCA FY 2009 Appropriation 
Utilization Plan, ICE reviews and updates program/project budgets quarterly. ICE continues to 
review current resources and how they can support the SC/CIRCA plan. Table 6.1 illustrates the 
SC/CIRCA funding plans and obligations. Congress directed ICE to spend at least $1 billion of 
its budget to remove criminal aliens. As of June 30, 2009, ICE has exceeded this mandate by 
obligating $1.013 billion of the FY 2009 appropriations. Table 6.1 depicts that 78 percent of the 
FY 2009 Appropriations Utilization Plan has been obligated. 
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Table 6.1 - SC/CIRCA FY 2009 Funding Plans and Obligations ($OOO's) 
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700;,0, $41 ,635 $25059 $460379, $297016, $23443 $696, $321 ,155$393685 ,Identification andProcesslng 
$117,699 $5,433 $0 $123,132 71 %$162,089 $10,220 $0 $172,309Crirrinal Program 

- 31%$0 $11,500 $14,233 $25,733 - $0 $7,435 $645 $8,080InEroperability Response 
[ --$0$0 $4,077 $4,077 $0 $474 $0 $474 12%Joint Crirrinal Alien Removal 

- 1fu9;tive Operation-s - -- - $36,236 $0 $0 $36,236 $49,378 $0 $0 $49,378 136%-$80,000 $0 $0 $80,000 $66,024 $0 $0 $66,024 83%Crirrinal Alien Investigations 
--$33,805 $0 - $0 $33,805--$54,1 30 $0 $0 $54,130287(g) Delegation of Authority 62% 

Law Enbrcement Support CenEr- 1- $34,250 $16,733 -- $0 $50,983 $10,519 $8,113 $0 $18,632 37% ,-IVcAS -~26 ,980 --$2,400 $6,749 $36,129 $19,591 $1 ,576 $51 $21,218 59% -- $0rOperaticn Last Call -- --r- $0 $782 - $782 SO $412 $0 $412 53% 
--$0- --Wat~  $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 nJa 

$803,700 $71 ,829 $35,464 $910,993 $692,600 $47,233 $13,069 $752,902 83%Detention and Removal 
$548,900 $42,558 $21 ,319 $612,777 $484,111 $42,558 $0 $526,669Availability of Detention Beds 86% 
$163,700 $16,638 $8,040 $188,378 ~44,378 $4,325 -m $148,728Operation ofDeEntion Beds 79% 

- --$iT.600 RemovalTransportation -- -19fr~ $12 ,633 ---w.105 $109,838 r- $64,111 $350 $77,061 70% 
-Removal Efficiency $0 $0 $0 $0 e- $0 $0 $444 $444 nJa 

$0 $56,007 $14,500 $70,507Information Technology $0 $23,672 $4,087 $27,759 39% 
$0 $26,640 $14 ,500 $41,140Identification Systems $0 $12,019 $0 $12,019 29% 

DeEntion and Removal Sys1ems--r--' $0 $20,300 $0 $20,300 r-- $0 $9,196 $0 $9,196 45% 
1$~O $6,007 $0 $6,007Video Teleconilrencing $0 $767 $4,087 $4,854 81 %-- --$0" -$0 $3 ,060 $3,060IT Management &Architecture $0 $1,690 $0 $1,690 55% 

$0 $11,004 $0 $11 ,004 $0 $19,434 $5,780 $25,214Management Support 229% 
Program Management Office $0 $6,902 $0 $6,902 $0 $12,614 $5,765 $18,379 266% 

- -$0- - $4,10-2- - $0Facilities and Mission Support $4, 102 $0 - $6,820 $15 $6,835 167% 

$1,197,385 $180,475 $75,023 $1,452,883Total $989,616 $113,782 $23,632 $1,127,030 78% 

C. Stakeholder Outreach 

During Q3 FY 2009, SC/CIRCA stakeholder outreach focused on proactively initiating a 
dialogue with advocacy groups and raising external awareness of the SC/CIRCA mission and 
Interoperability . 
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NGO Outreach 

On April 29, 2009, SCICIRCA hosted a forum with government and law enforcement 
participants, as well as with representatives from immigration advocacy organizations. This 
meeting was structured to engage advocacy groups in discussions about the SCICIRCA mission, 
answer questions, gamer feedback, and address existing issues or concerns. Secure 
Communities Executive Director David Venturella led the event, which was attended by 
representatives from the following NGOs: 

American Bar • 
Association 
Commission on 
Immigration 

• 	 American Civil 
Liberties Union 

• 	 American 
Immigration Law 
Foundation 

American• 
Immigration 
Lawyers 
Association 

• 	 Catholic Legal 
Immigration 
Network 

• 	 Detention Watch 
Network 

• 	 Legal Aid Justice 
Center 

• 	 Legal Momentum 

Lutheran• 
Immigrant & 
Refugee Services 

• 	 Massachusetts 
Immigrant & 
Refugee Advocacy 
Coalition 

• 	 Mexican American 
Legal Defense & 
Education Fund 

• 	 National Council of 
La Raza 

• 	 National Immigrant 
Justice Center 

• 	 National 
Immigration Forum 

• 	 National 
Immigration Law 
Center 

• 	 National 
Immigration 
Project, National 
Lawyers Guild 

• 	 Rights Working 
Group 

Based on this initial discussion, SCICIRCA intends to maintain an open dialogue with engaged 
advocacy groups to answer questions and address issues and concerns as they arise. 

Program Awareness 

During Q3 FY 2009, SCICIRCA conducted various outreach activities designed to engage 
specific audiences and raise awareness of the SCICIRCA program. Table 6.2 describes such 
efforts. 
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Table 6.2 - Q3 FY 2009 Outreach Activities 

U .. tr I Outre:u.'h Acth itics I 
I 

Location 

Briefed California Department of Justice Senior 
April 15, 2009 Sacramento, CA 

and future deployments. 
Provided an overview brief to the High Intensity 

Staff on Secure Communities and discussed current 

Los Angeles, CA 
Criminal Alien Apprehension and Prosecution 
Steering Committee. 

April 16, 2009 

Provided an overview brief to The National Sacramento, CA 
Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics 
Conference. 
Participated in the ICE DRO Booth at the Aru1Ual

April 26-30, Jail Association Annual Training Conference and Louisville, K Y 
2009 

Jail Expo. 

Participated in the NC Sheriffs' Association/ICE 


Raleigh, NC May 19,2009 Executive Steering Committee Quarterly Meeting. 
Provided an overview brief to the Countywide 
Criminal Justice Coordination Committee. Held a 

Los Angeles, CA May 20, 2009 follow up meeting with LA County Supervisor, 

Fifth District to further discuss SC/CIRCA. 

Held informal meeting with the Migration Policy 


Washington, D.C. May 28, 2009 
Institute to discuss SC/CIRCA. 

Presented an overview brief at the FBI CJIS 


Washington D.C. June 4, 2009 
Advisory Board Biannual Meeting. 

Presented an overview brief to the 2009 WY Law 


Jackson, WY June 11,2009 
Enforcement Coordination Committee Conference. 
Participated in the ICE Booth at the National 
Sheriff s Association 69th Annual Conference and 

June 20-24, 
Exhibition and provided an update on SC/CIRCA Fort Lauderdale, FL 

2009 
to the NSA Immigration and Border Security 
Committee. 
Participated in a conference call with the TX 

June 25, 2009 Governors' Office regarding SC/CIRCA in Conference Call 
response to a formal request by the Governor. 

D. The Way Forward 

The significant progress ICE achieved to date with SC/CIRCA funding has laid the foundation 
for continued growth and advancement. The SC/CIRCA PMO continues to develop and evolve 
as the projects under it have unfolded and critical milestones have been attained. Since its 
inception, the SC/CIRCA PMO has developed a comprehensive set of processes and programs 
centered on its goal of modernizing the ICE approach to identifying, apprehending, detaining, 
and removing criminal aliens from the United States. A key aspect of this program has been the 
development and deployment ofInteroperability across the United States, which continues to 
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increase the number of criminal aliens processed as more individuals are identified by 
Interoperability. 

A critical element of the future state vision is to implement workforce infrastructure, technology, 
and process improvements to enable ICE to effectively process and remove the increased 
numbers of identified criminal aliens, incarcerated or at-large. To achieve this goal, the 
SC/CIRCA PMO is developing a multi-faceted approach by: 

• 	 Deploying existing and new personnel in critical areas where larger numbers of criminal 
aliens are likely to be encountered, including areas such as those involved with the 
identification, detention, and removal processes. 

• 	 Modernizing technology, particularly in the areas of criminal alien identification, 
detention management, removal management, technology management, and detainee 
location tracking. 

• 	 Enhancing the bed space and transportation capacity of ICE, particularly to ensure that 
there are sufficient beds and transportation resources to accommodate increased numbers 
of criminal aliens and their specialized needs. 

• 	 Implementing process improvements across the organization to streamline the 
identification, detention, and removal processes; to reduce the total length of detention 
for criminal aliens; and to expedite their removal from the country. 

• 	 Reviewing how current activities ICE-wide can better support the SC/CIRCA strategic 
goals. 
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VI. Appendices 

Appendix 1. Video Teleconferencing (VTC) Deployments 

Fairfax Virginia ICE Site 
ns 

Ogden Utah 1aillPrison 

Spanish F ark Utah laillPrison 

Madison County lail - AL Huntsville Alabama laillPrison 

2 SC/CIRCA = Secure Communities: A Comprehensive Plan to Identify and Remove Criminal Aliens 
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Appendix 2. Key Activities and Milestones 


1'l.lIllll'li l ' I.IIIII" d 
1\ I il L" IIIlll' \1 .1111 ' 

SI.l11 I lid I I I 

Strategic Goal 1: Identify and process all criminal aliens amenable for removal while in federal, state, and 
local custody 

Jan 2009 Sept 2009 At the end of the third quarter (Q3) of 
Time Equivalents (FTEs) deployed 

 Criminal Alien Program (CAP) Full-
fiscal year (FY) 2009, had deployed a 
total of  CAP FTEs for FY 2009 

Interoperability deployment to QI FY Q2 FY Completed activation at 48 of the 
jurisdictions completed 2009 2009 51 jurisdictions 

Interoperability deployment to Q4FY Completed activation at 27 of the 49 
jurisdictions completed 

Q3FY 
2009 2009 jurisdictions (Note: Three jurisdictions 

carried over from Q I FY 2009 to Q2 
FY 2009) 

Interoperability deployment to remaining Oct 2009 Sep 2011 Deployment to the TX DC] completed 
jails/prisons completed in Q3 FY 2009 

Strategy to ensure 24x7 operational Sep 2008 Sep 2009 Hired    Interoperability 
coverage nationwide detennined response positions for 24x7 response 

capabi I ities 

24x7 response capability established Nov 2008 Sep 2010 Established response capability in 
Miami, FL, and processes are in place to 
establish a center in Laguna, CA 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement May 2008 Jul2009 All trained LESC specialists have access 
(lCE) Pattern Analysis and Information to ICEPlC 
Collection (lCEPIC) expansion to all Law 
Enforcement Support Center (LESC) 
specialists comQleted 
ICEPIC upgrades to hardware to add Mar 2009 Jun 2009 Upgrades were completed in Q3 
capacity and improve performance FY 2009 
completed 
Alien Criminal Response Information Feb 2009 Q4FY On track for completion 
Management (ACRIMe) system 2009 
stabilization efforts completed 
ACRIMe Modernization Immigration Jun 2009 Ql FY ICE delivered preliminary design 
Alien Query processing enabled 2010 document for Release I in Q3 FY 2009 
ACRIMe system modernization and Dec 2008 QI FY ACRIMe modernization in the early 
transition completed 2011 design phase 
Automated Threat Assessment and Status Dec 2009 Q3FY Currently in the pre-acquisition phase, 
Determination Support Systems 2012 preparing the relevant acquisition 
developed and im~lemented documentation 
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Appendix 2. Key Activities and Milestones, continued 


i\ 11 k,[lllll' I 
J>1,IIlIlCd 

I 
I'I~llllll'd 

I Stalll,
St,lIt Illti 

Strategic Goal 2: Enhance current detention strategies to ensure no removable criminal alien is released 
into the community due to lack of detention space or an appropriate alternative to detention I 

and 

Strategic Goal 3: Implement removal initiatives that shorten the time criminal aliens remain in ICE 
custody prior to removal, thereby maximizing use of detention resources and reducing costs 

Video Teleconferencing (VTC) for Oct 2008 Dec 2009 120 sites and 130 units have been 
Phase 2 locations at participating identified; 5 sites have been installed 
jails/prisons and Detention and Removal during Q3 FY 2009 
Operations (ORO) facilities installed 

Additional VTC at federal, state, and Oct 2009 Dec 2011 A Phase 3 set of installations will be 
local locations installed determined based on budget and needs 

Electronic travel documents to all major Oct 2008 Jan 2013 System modifications and infrastructure 
removal destinations deployed activities are underway to support 

Electronic Travel Document (eTD) 
deployment in various countries 

Develop ORO Modernization (DROM) May 2008 Dec 2012 A warded Bed Space, Transportation, 
detention and removal modules in support and Detainee Location Tracking (DLT) 
of the Plan Automation System (BST&T) contract 

for development of detention and 
removal modules in support of the plan 
in Nov 2008 

Enforcement Case Tracking System Alien Jan 2009 Sep 2010 Interface is being developed 
Removal Module interface to integrate 
identification and booking data for known 
criminal aliens into DROM developed 

1ntegrated Baseline Package review for Q2 FY Q3FY Requirements completed for DL T; 
BST&T completed 2009 2009 Central Reservation System (CRS) 

requirements have been re-visited due to 
the need to ready an Analysis of 
Alternatives for different 
implementation solutions 

Needs assessment for criminal alien bed May 2008 Jun 2009 Modeling effort on-going, result will 
space completed determine bed space needs 

Needs assessment and acquisition plan for May 2008 Oct 2009 1dentified near-term transportation needs 
criminal alien transportation requirements in support of Secure Communities. 
completed Executing acquisitions for near-term 

transportation needs using existing 
contract vehicles 

Strategic Goal 4: Maximize cost effectiveness and long term success through deterrence and reduced 
recidivism of criminal aliens returning to the United States 

  Joint Criminal Alien Removal Task April 2009 Sep 2009 JCA  T team locations were approved 
Force (JCART) FTEs hired and   JCART FTEs were hired 
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Appendix 2. Key Activities and Milestones, continued 


In Q3 ,  FTEs out of  FTE entered 
duty 

lun 2009 Developed training materials and trained 
Communities on CAP development 

Jul2008Training focused on the impact 
 Senior Field Training Officers and 

Secure Communities: A Comprehensive 
Plan to Identify and Remove Criminal 
Aliens (SC/CIRCA) points of contact 
from all 24 field offices 

SC/CIRCA Executive Concept of Jan 2008 Apr 2009 Review ofCONOPS by ICE and the 
Operations (CONOPS) completed Department of Homeland Security 

underway; after concurrence is received , 
will submit to ss 

Validated Criminal Alien Population Mar 2009 Sep 2009 Refined model that estimated the 
Projection number of criminal aliens released from 

Law Enforcement Agency custody over 
the next 5 years based on additional data 
sources and latest assum 

Validated Deployment Optimization Jan 2009 Sep 2009 Developed a model that generated a 
Model developed preliminaIy Interoperability deployment 

schedu Ie for FY 20 10 that considered 
priority, outreach and activation 
coordination, and LESC capacity 
constraints 

Baseline Strategic Decision Model Apr 2009 Jan 2009 Developed a simulation of the criminal 
developed alien enforcement lifecycle capturing 

activities and interaction, and defmed 
preliminary cost, benefit, and project 
risk ana is structure 

Validated Strategic Decision Model Apr 2009 Sep 2009 Validated model that will be used to 

Baseline Network Optimization Model Mar 2009 Jun 2009 
developed 

Sep 2009 
Scenarios and Developed Alternative 
Scenarios 

Refined Baseline Network Optimization Jun 2009 
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Appendix 3. Acronyms and Abbreviations 


Acronym/ 
I 

Full Text 
Abbreviation 


ACCESS 
 Agreements of Cooperation in Communities to Enhance Safety and Security 

ACRIMe Alien Criminal Response Information Management System 

AOR Area of Responsibility 

ATOP Alternatives to Detention Program 

ATP Automated Threat Prioritization 

BST&T Bed Space, Transportation, and Detainee Location Tracking Automation System 

CAP Criminal Alien Program 

CJIS Criminal Justice Information Services 

CONOPS Concept of Operations 

CRS Central Reservation System 

DHS Department of Homeland Security 

DLT Detainee Location Tracking 

DOJ Department of Justice 

DOS Department of State 

ORO Detention and Removal Operations 

DROM Detention and Removal Operations Modernization 

EADM ENFORCE Alien Detention Module 

EARM ENFORCE Alien Removal Module 

ENFORCE Enforcement Case Tracking System 

eTO Electronic Travel Document 

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FCMS Fugitive Case Management System 

FOU Flight Operations Unit 

FTE Full-Time Equivalent 

FY Fiscal Year 

GSM Global System for Mobile communications 

IAFIS Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System 

IAQ Immigration Alien Query 

IAR Immigration Alien Response 

ICE Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

ICEPIC Immigration and Customs Enforcement Pattern Analysis and Information Collection 

IDENT Automated Biometric Identification System 

INA Immigration and Nationality Act 

IT Information Technology 
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Appendix 3. Acronyms and Abbreviations, continued 


Acronym/ 
Full Text 

Abbreviation I 

IVF Immigration Violator File 

JCART Joint Criminal Alien Removal Task Force 

LEA Law Enforcement Agency 

LESC Law Enforcement Support Center 

MOU Memorandum of Understanding 

NCiC National Crime Information Center 

NFOP National Fugitive Operations Program 

NGO Non-Governmental Organization 

OIA Office of International Affairs 

P.L. Public Law 

PMO Program Management Office 

Ql First Quarter 

Q2 Second Quarter 

Q3 Third Quarter 

Q4 Fourth Quarter 

RIAU Repatriation and International Agreements Unit 

SC/CIRCA Secure Communities : A Comprehensive Plan to Identify and Remove Criminal Aliens 

SIB State Identification Bureau 

SDS Status Determination Support 

TMS Transportation Management System 

U.S. United States 

US-VISIT United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology 

VCAS Violent Criminal Alien Section 

VTC Video Teleconferencing 
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